
Now booking for 2024.  
Bring your community together to watch an intimate 
portrayal of grief and joy performed by five 
outstanding dancers.   
Created after the pandemic and based 
on Ecclesiastes 3: There is a Time for Everything, the 
performance is ultimately a celebration of life, 
enabling viewers to reflect whilst the dancers 
sensitively explore the tension between grief and joy.  
Springs Dance Company is inviting churches to host a 
performance of A Time to Mourn, A Time to Dance 
from September - October 2024.   
A Time to Mourn, A Time to Dance is an hour-long 
professional production presented in-the-round with 
audiences on three sides.

“… the best experience,  
the best performance,  

the best night. 
 Stunning.  

Blown away.  
So grateful.”  

Audience feedback  

An uplifting dance 
production for your 
church to host.     

“I found myself looking for 
resonance and finding it.” 
Audience feedback 

There is a time for 
everything and a season for 

everything under the sun 
… a time to weep and a 

time to laugh,  
a time to mourn and a time 

to dance  
… a time to embrace and a 

time to refrain from 
embracing 

Ecclesiastes 3 verses 4&5

Springs Dance Company presents



Booking information FAQs
Where can you perform? 
We require a clear flat space of around 7m x 7m, on 
which we lay our dance floor.  
We can provide our own lighting and sound 
equipment.   
We need exclusive access to the space for 5-6 
hours to set up prior to the performance. 
The performance involves a short film that can be 
shown with a projector or on TV screens. Talk to us if 
you need us to provide these.  

Who is it for? 
The performance is abstract and reflective and is 
made for adults. 

“…it is one of the strengths of the 
performance that it does not offer easy 
answers or a simplistic message, but relates 
to universal emotional experiences. That 
makes it incredibly powerful and accessible 
to people from any background. Thank you 
…it was beautiful!” Audience feedback 

What will it cost? 
The fees for the performance are £1,120. 
Travel expenses will be charged upfront at a rate of 
£125.  

It is up to you whether you charge for tickets. Some 
venues offer the show free of charge, whilst others 
sell tickets costing between £5 and £15. 

Accommodation with hosts may be required 
depending on location, and we request that a hot 
meal is provided for the team. 

How do I find out more or book? 
For more information and to book please email 
touring@springsdancecompany.org.uk or call 07775 
628 442.  
Further information about the company can be 
found online: springsdancecompany.org.uk

            SpringsDanceCompany  @SpringsDC 

“profound” 
“a privilege to be part of 
something very special” 

Audience feedback 

“powerfully moving” 
“highly recommended” 
“superb” 
Audience feedback

Watch the documentary here: 
youtu.be/CxiIEUQ17_0 

https://youtu.be/CxiIEUQ17_0
mailto:touring@springsdancecompany.org.uk
https://springsdancecompany.org.uk/

